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Abstract: This paper studied cold formability of annealed high-strength Aluminum alloy 7075. By employed two types of test,
including tensile and upsetting, and hybrid experimental–numerical analysis method, the constitutive model for AA7075 was built and
cold formability of AA7075 is given by diagram.
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1. Introduction

High-strength aluminum alloys are increasingly used for
lightweight structural and functional components in the
automotive and aerospace industries, and the cold forging
process is suitable for manufacturing such components.
According to annealed high-strength Al alloys, failure in cold
forging process usually occurs as ductile fracture[1], rarely as
brittle fracture. In terms of cold forging, the main issue of
process design is not the propagation of cracks, but to avoid
their initiation. Therefore, the main effort has historically been
placed on establishing criteria for predicting the fracture
initiation sites and the level of deformation at which failure will
occur[2]. Nowadays, a number of failure criteria try to
numerically evaluate the failure[3]. From the physical
mechanism viewpoint, those models, which is employed stress
state as one of the key parameters, show sufficient accuracy and
can be used to simulate the cold forging process.

In this paper, the ductile fracture with the parameter of stress
state is analyzed. In order to build ductile fracture diagram of
annealed AA7075, which is selected as one of the typical high-
strength Al alloys, two types of tests have been carried out, such
as tensile and upsetting. And at last a numerical simulation of
tensile and upsetting process is to evaluate the ductile fracture
diagram

2. Material and constitutive modeling

2.1 Material
A typical aluminum alloy of 7075 is chosen for the present
study. It is a super-high-strength materials that are of growing

importance in lightweight automotive and aerospace
engineering. All specimens are extracted from ф 120mm
extrusion round bar, which is treated by annealing process and
the parameters of such process is show in figure 1.

Figure1. Annealing process parameters of AA7075

2.2 Plasticity model

In this paper, the plastic behavior of the AA7075 material is
modeled using a standard plasticity theory with: (1) an
anisotropic quadratic Mises yield function, (2) associated flow
rule and (3) three isotropic hardening models. Formally, the
yield function may be written as

( ), 0p
Misesf Yε σ= − =σ

(1)

where Misesσ is the Mises equivalent stress and Y is the
hardening law. And two hardening laws employed in this paper
are written as follows,

(1)Swift model
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(2)Voce model
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(3)

3. Methodology

The goal of this work is to obtain reliable time histories of the
stress triaxiality and the equivalent plastic strain at the point of
the onset of fracture for the typical Aluminum alloy of 7075. In
the cold forging process, hydrostatic pressure can improve the
forming ability, therefore the notched bar specimen is not
considered in this paper. In particular, three tests, which that
may be easily performed on several specimens: (1) round bar
tensile specimens, (2) a upsetting specimen and (3) a shear
specimen, are focused on. Among the three types of specimen,
the round bar tensile specimens can obtain accurate strain-stress
curves before diffuse necking; the upsetting and shear specimen
are used to obtain the displacement-force curve.

4. Experimental work

4.1 Physical Dimension of specimen
In this paper the dimension of all specimens is show in figure1.
Specimens are extracted from the round extrusion bar using
linear cutting and machined by NC lathe.

Figure 2. Tensile (a) and upsetting bar (b) specimens

4.2 Experimental results
4.2.1 Results of tension experiments

Tension experiments were used to build the hardening law. The
displacement-force and true strain-stress curves are shown in the
figure 3. All feature a force maximum before fracture occurs.
The displacement to fracture of three specimens are 12.7mm,
13.5mm and 14.2mm, which presents small variations for

different tests carried out on a given geometry (less than 6%).
From the true strain-stress, the hardening law of annealed
AA7075 can be fitted and written as,

( )0.2607p
S 447.75 0.005 ε MPaY = ⋅ +

, (4)

and

( )p
V 312.5 176.5 exp 10.53 ε MPaY = − ⋅ − ⋅

. (5)

Figure 3. Tension experiment results

4.2.2 Results of upsetting

The upsetting experiment of cylinder specimens is one of the
most used tests to study cold forging processes because it is able
to reproduce similar stress/strain states to the ones observed in
those processes. In general, fracture initiation always occurs
either at the specimen centre or external surface near the equator
during the upsetting process.

This type of experiment presents interesting results regarding to
the fracture initiation site in existed paper, but in this paper, of
main interest is to find the height of specimens when the
fracture was initialized. For this purpose, one kind of specimens
would be tested three times. And the displacement-force curves
and experimental specimens for upsetting are shown in the fig.4.
As can be seem from the fig.4, the upsetting specimens In the
upsetting experimental process, the range of height to fracture of
specimen (φ15mm×10mm) is 4.3mm to 4.52mm; the range of
φ15mm×15mm is 5.36mm to 6.31mm; the range of φ15mm×
18.75mm is 6.15mm to 7.62mm, the range of φ15mm×22.5mm
is 7.7mm to 10.15mm. In this paper, the height of fracture for
φ10mm×10mm is 4.41mm, φ15mm×10mm is 5.84mm, φ15mm
× 18.75mm is 6.89mm, andφ15mm × 22.5mm is 8.93mm. All
these height were used to build fracture figure.



Figure 4. Upsetting experiment results

5. Numerical Simulation and Ductile Fracture Analysis

The main parameters that could represent ductile fracture are
hydrostatic pressure, equivalent stress and equivalent plastic
strain. And the calculation method of the hydrostatic pressure,
equivalent stress is finite element one, therefore the high
accuracy simulation model which employed constitutive model
should be studied. In this paper, the Mises yield function and
Swift and Voce hardening law were employed and hybrid
experimental–numerical analysis of ductile fracture experiments
for annealed AA7075[4]. The simulation model is illustrated in
this section by means of two numerical examples. The first one
corresponds to the simulation of a tensile test on a round
specimen( shown in figure 2(a)) subjected to monotonic axial
stretching. In the second example, we carry out the simulation
of the upsetting of a cylinder specimen (shown in figure 2(b)).

5.1 Tensile Simulation

The classical tensile numerical model of a round specimen, as
shown in figure 5, is used to obtain the ductile fracture
parameters. And tie constraint is employed between tension
specimen and bolt. The material properties adopted in the
present analysis are mass, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and
hardening law. Mass, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio is
2700kg/m3, 73000MPa and 0.30 respectively. And the
equations (4 and 5) are employed as hardening law for annealed
AA7075.

Numerical results is shown in figure 6. In homogeneous
deformation stage, the stress triaxiality is equal to 0.33 and in
the necking stage, the stress triaxiality is ranging from 0.33 to
0.70 in the region of necking.

Figure 5 Geometry and initial mesh of round bar tension (1/8)

5.2 Upsetting Simulation

5.2.1 Certification of Hardening Laws

For the establishment of hardening law is based on tensile
experiment and the stress state of tensile and upsetting is
different, the hardening law should be certificated before
upsetting simulation.

Figure7 shows the displacement-loading curves for upsetting
simulation of φ15mm×22.5mm. With the fig.7, the max force
obtained by Swift hardening law is rather higher than the
experimental result up to 32%, but the force employed Voce
hardening law is closer to the experimental one, the gap
between them is 11kN, or in other words, the difference is less
than 5%. For this reason, the Voce hardening law would be used



in the following upsetting simulation analysis.

(a) homogeneous deformation

(b) Necking deformation

Figure 6. Numerical results of round bar tensile simulation

( Equivalent plastic strain and Stress Triaxiality)

5.2.2 Numerical Analysis

The upsetting numerical model of a cylinder specimen, as
shown in Fig. 8, is used to obtain the ductile fracture parameters.
And friction between die and specimen is 0.15. The material
properties are same to the tensile model. And the equation (5) is
employed as hardening law for annealed AA7075.

Numerical result is shown in figure9, and other types of
specimen are omitted in this paper. In figure 9, the top three
figures show distribution of equivalent strain and the down three
figures show the distribution of stress triaxiality under the

conditions of different heights and places. As can be seen from
the Fig.9, when the height of specimen is 8.93mm, compared
with experimental data , the fracture would initialize and
numerical results shows stress triaxiality is close to 0.0 on the
surface of cylinder specimen, which value indicate the
deformation mode is shear one. And the experimental result
proves such conclusion.

Figure 7. Calibration of hardening laws

Figure 8. Geometry and initial mesh of upsetting (φ15mm×
22.5mm) (1/4)

5.3 Ductile fracture analysis for AA7075

All those simulation results, shown in Chapter 5.1 and 5.2 and
compared to experimental results, can be used to build ductility
fracture curve for annealed AA7075 and can be drawn in figure
10. The results clearly show that the equivalent plastic strains
decrease with decreasing stress triaxiality in stress triaxiality
regime (from upsetting to tensile tests). When the stress
triaxiality is less than -0.4 in Fig.10, the specimen can not
fracture, this is the reason we always try to create the
environment of high hydrostatic pressure in cold forging process.
And the equivalent plastic strain of free surface should be less
than 0.6 for annealed AA7075.



(a)Height=8.93mm

(b)Height=6.25mm

Figure 9. Simulation results of upsetting (φ15mm×22.5mm)

(Equivalent plastic strain and Stress Triaxiality)

(a) Center region of upsetting specimens; (b) free surface of
upsetting Specimens;

(c) tensile specimen

Figure 10. Equivalent plastic strain vs. stress triaxiality

6. Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the deformation behavior of the Al-
alloy under various stress and strain states, this study has
furthered our understanding of cold formability in the process
design. A series of plastic deformation cases, including tensile
and upsetting tests with different sample geometries and shapes,
have been carried out to generate diverse fracture modes, which
is similar to the ones observed in cold forging processes. By
employing annealed AA7075 and comparing the results of
computations with built-in numerical models with those of
experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Two types of tests, including tensile and upsetting, can be
used to obtain the cold bulk formability.

(2) When the stress triaxiality is greater than -0.2, the

formability would be rapidly declining.

(3) The maximum equivalent plastic strain of free surface
should be less than 0.6 during when stress triaxiality is ranging
from -0.2 to 0.2 for AA7075.
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